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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6007 214 4.9 1.65 30 1/4 9 1/8 31 7.4 4.47 104" N/A

Prospect (Last, First)

Mullens, Nick

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

QB
DOB (Age)

3-21-95 (24)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Glumicic, Slavko

TEAM

San Francisco 49ers17 - UDFA - SF

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Southern Mississippi (MSSO)

2nd year QB who’s started 8 out of 8 career games, all in 2018, after spending his entire rookie season on the

49ers practice squad. Received a chance to start in week 9 after QB’s Jimmy Garoppolo (torn ACL) and CJ

Beathard (wrist) went down, ended up stealing the starting job for the rest of the season from Beathard, who

recovered shortly after week 9. 2nd year with QB coach Rich Scangarello, 2nd year in HC Kyle Shanahan’s offence

which uses lots of pre-snap motion, jet sweeps and running plays to set up passing lanes and PA. Lots of plays

from under center on early downs. Played with solid RB’s, OL, WR’s, very good TE core. Right-handed QB with

adequate size and weight, adequate muscle in frame, adequate arm length and solid hand size. Adequate AA,

balance, COD, flexibility. Will call out blitzers from 2nd level. From shotgun or UC, displays good, smooth rhythm

in all drop backs, has good footwork while he scans the field, moves feet and eyes in unison, quickly establishes

balance on his plant foot, while keeping his lead foot on a controlled swivel. Solid, compact throwing motion

leads to solid quickness in release, has an ideal arm angle and gets his elbow over his shoulder. Solid decision

maker, will analyze the movement of LB’s and S’s post-snap, adjust his eyes, accordingly, can diagnose the weak

spots in zone coverages due to solid mental processing, won’t get fooled by DL/OLB’s dropping into coverage on

zone blitzes and understands where his check downs are, conservative decision maker, doesn't hesitate and will

quickly throw after finding a target, will take some calculated deep shots. Displays solid accuracy in the short

areas, displays ability to put receivers in a good position to gain YAC on screens, Slants. Short accuracy stays

consistent even when throwing off balance. Shows good accuracy on intermediate passes coming back to the QB

like curls and comebacks (stationary targets), hits WR right in the chest area. Solid deep accuracy, can drop

passes into receivers’ hands on Go routes. Solid anticipation, can throw WR’s open on out breaking routes and

crossers over the middle. Solid touch on his throws at all levels, can deliver passes over the heads of LB’s on Over

routes. Good physical toughness, will stand in the pocket and take hits, look to fight to keep plays alive. Won’t get

rattled by a bad pass or a sack due to solid mental toughness. Eyes can get glued to target, can telegraph passes

and tip off defenders. Slow to read from one side of the field to other on full field reads. Adequate arm strength,

floats passes to sidelines, doesn’t have the zip to put ball in tight windows. Adequate accuracy when passing to

moving targets in the intermediate area, past 10 yards, leaves passes too far out Infront of receiver or high.

Adequate poise and pocket presence, struggles to feel pressure and use feet to step up, struggles to evade pocket

and extend plays, adequate at finding escape routes, will go down quickly due to adequate play strength.

Accuracy goes down when he’s forced to throw on the run on off script plays, leading to erratic placement.

Overall, a backup QB who can be most successful in an offence with mainly half field reads, that likes running the

ball to open up passing lanes and establish PA. Clean footwork, competitive nature, solid decision making, plus

accuracy on stationary targets in the intermediate area and solid short accuracy can make him effective when

needed. Small build, lacks the strength and accuracy the ball to deliver to moving targets in tight windows,

struggles to feel pressure and move in the pocket to extend plays.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

8
Games Started

8
Games Won

Arm Strength, Feeling Pressure, Overall Extend Ability, Size, Hitting Moving Targets in 

Intermediate Area

PROJECTION
Backup QB who can develop into a solid starting QB. Can be most successful in an offence 

with mainly half field reads, that likes running the ball to open up passing lanes and 

establish PA. Clean footwork, competitive nature, solid decision making, plus accuracy on 

stationary targets in the intermediate area and solid short accuracy can make him effective 

when needed. Small build, lacks the strength and accuracy the ball to deliver to moving 

targets in tight windows, struggles to feel pressure and move in the pocket to extend plays.

2018: vs OAK 11/01, @TB 11/25, @SEA 12/02, vs DEN 12/09, @LAR 12/30

3
Winning %

38%
Positions Started

INJURIES

QB

Offense that uses the run game to open up PA and passing lanes, mainly half-field reads.

2017: None 2018: None

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

Finished with over 220 passing yards in every game, had at least one interception in 75% of 

games. 2018: 285 Yards/Game (7th), 64.2% completion% (T-22nd), 8.31 Y/A (5th), 90.8 

QBR (23rd), 13 TD's, 10 Int's

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Physical Toughness, Footwork While Setting up in the Pocket, Intermediate Accuracy 

(Stationary Targets)

WORST


